
Lenten Reflections 

Week 2:  March 12 - 18 
 

Restore us, O God!  We wonder. 

 

Our worship for March 12 invites us to consider our human tendency to wonder: We invite you to continue 

pondering this topic throughout the week. 

 

As children, we are often captivated by what surrounds us – the playfulness of a squirrel, the rainbow in 

a soap bubble, the dip in our stomachs when we swing way up high – we are surprised, delighted, 

entranced at every turn.  Life is filled with wonder, with Mystery, and that unexplainable quality of 

things is not only ok with us, but even anticipated by us. 

 

As we grow older, our wonderings take new forms.  The unexplainable, that which is beyond our control, 

those tasks we may feel called to do yet inadequate to perform – “adult” wonderings can be worrisome, 

frustrating, even threatening.  

 

In scripture, we find characters who somehow manage to bring together both the awesome and the fear-

filled aspects of wonder at once – Abram called to leave his homeland, the prophets, compelled to speak 

on God’s behalf to an unfaithful people, Mary questioning the angel Gabriel, “How can this be?” (Luke 

1:34), even Job responding to God in the midst of deep suffering, “I have uttered what I did not 

understand, things too wonderful for me, which I did not know….” (Job 42: 3)  Perhaps the clue they offer 

to us is that underlying all their wondering is TRUST. 

 

The following are a few suggestions of how you might pause with God this week: 

 

  Take a walk or sit on the stoop of your house.  Find a sign of spring   

  around you – a flower, a tree bud, a tuft of grass – and take a few    

  moments to examine it closely.  Consider its intricacy, its design, its          texture, its function in the 

broader natural order, and its role in delighting you, even in this moment. Express your wonder to God. 

 

  Join Jeremiah and Mary in considering some task that you feel God   

  has placed before you (or our congregation) to accomplish.  How is it an   

  awesome calling?  How does it fill you with trepidation?  Bring both before God. 

 

   Choose one of the following quotes to reflect upon.  Ask God to deepen 

   your sense of trust. 

 

“Let the children come to me…for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these.”      Luke 18:16 

 

“In life and in death we belong to God.”    “A Brief Statement of Faith,” Confession     

    of the Presbyterian Church(USA) 

 

“Lord, God, mercy is in your hands. Pour me a little.”   Mary Oliver 

 

“Doubt is the shadow cast by faith.”     Hans Küng  

 

 


